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This price prediction can be useful if you are interested in the MultiversX (EGLD) price or trying to
determine the value of EGLD Coin. Based on extensive technical research and historical data, we
have made some educated guesses on where the price of EGLD is headed. Elrond, the previous
moniker for the cryptocurrency currently known as MultiversX coin, has been retired. In this article,
we will attempt to evaluate the long-term viability of the MultiversX Coin.

 

Based on information gleaned from the official website, MultiversX is a blockchain platform that is
highly scalable, quick, and safe for distributed apps, Metaverse projects, and the new internet
economy. MultiversX positions itself as the most advanced blockchain platform. When it comes to
the DeFi, dApps, and the new Internet (which encompasses finance, the Metaverse, and the IoT),
MultiversX positions itself as a technology ecosystem.

 

EGLD is the native coin of the MultiversX blockchain and is used for staking, validator rewards, and
payment of network fees. EGLD Coin is a promising idea because of the real-world applications of
the MultiversX project. CoinMarketCap revealed that prestigious trading platforms such as Binance
and Kraken support MultiversX tokens. New exchange listings and positive investor feedback have
given MultiversX Coin a promising future.
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MultiversX (EGLD) Overview
 

 

Coin Name Elrond
Coin Symbol EGLD
USD Price $ 46.38
Price Change (1 H) 0.9 % 
Price Change (24 H) -11.17 % 
Price Change (7 D) -22.54 % 
Marketcap $ 1,097,641,204
24h Volume $ 98,712,284
Total Supply 23,016,298
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MultiversX (EGLD) Price History
 

Elrond is presently selling for $46.38 and is ranked #41 across all cryptocurrencies in terms of
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market cap. Elrond has a market cap of $1,097,641,204 and a circulating supply of 23,665,036.

 

The value of the cryptocurrency has dropped by -11.17% over the previous 24 hours. The EGLD’s
market cap has also fallen since yesterday, as seen by a comparison to today’s value.

 

Elrond is having trouble joining the ranks of other cryptocurrency tokens. In the past week, the
EGLD has lost around -22.54% of its value. Although the coin’s underlying structure may be sound,
recent price action suggests that it is not a short-term lucrative investment.

 

However, when looking at how much Elrond has changed in price over the past 30 days, it becomes
clear that it has risen by 5.223%. The lowest monthly price on average was $41.58 and the highest
monthly price was $43.96. This means that you may confidently add this coin to your existing
portfolio of cryptocurrencies as a long-term investment.
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MultiversX (EGLD) Price Predictions
 

MultiversX Coin has had significant market growth since its debut. In 2021, when EGLD Coin
reaches a new ATH level, early adopters will have received a substantial return on their investment.
In November of 2021, the value of one MultiversX Coin increased to $542.58, an all-time high. Since
then, MultiversX’s performance has been very negative. As things stand, it seems quite unlikely that
MultiversX’s expansion will reverse itself anytime soon, let alone within the next few years.

 

We predict that by the year 2030, the price of MultiversX will have increased above $450, marking a
significant 10-year increase. If the market doesn’t improve, EGLD Coin won’t come close to
matching its latest ATH until the next decade. MultiversX’s performance this year is looking slow in
the same way that all cryptocurrencies are. In 2023, if there is another bull run, the EGLD coin may
be able to recoup some of its lost value.
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MultiversX (EGLD) Price Prediction 2023
 

Investors in EGLD Coin may be surprised by its performance in the coming months when the
cryptocurrency market recovers from the protracted adverse events of 2023. We project that by
2023 the most one may pay for an EGLD Coin is $68.19. MultiversX can cost anywhere from $58.16
on average. The lowest price a MultiversX can go is $49.34 if a bearish trend is present. Our long-
term price forecast for EGLD Coin may be exceeded by the subsequent bull market.
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MultiversX (EGLD) Price Prediction 2024
 

MultiversX has a decent chance of regaining its position this year if the market shows positive signs
of movement. By 2024, the EGLD Coin price has a good chance of reaching an average price of
$87.41. If there is some sort of positive development, we might see the year close with a price of
$105.18. In the event of a severe market downturn, MultiversX may drop to as low as $71.32.
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MultiversX (EGLD) Price Prediction 2025
 

According to our price forecast, MultiversX prices have the potential to reach a new all-time high
this year. If current trends continue, the average cost might reach $146.64 by 2025. Our most
optimistic EGLD price forecast for 2025 is $167.12. While the bottom line might be as low as
$115.51. It’s possible that EGLD Coin’s price will increase by more than we expect it to in 2025 if
the market turns optimistic.
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MultiversX (EGLD) Price Prediction 2030
 

In 2030, there appears to be a tipping point for the cryptocurrency sector. The market can be
dominated by legitimate, project-based digital assets. MultiversX Coin has the potential to reach a
minimum price of $584.03 by the end of 2030, while reaching an average price of $629.12.
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Many other cryptocurrencies, including EGLD, may also set a new annual high in 2018. We
anticipate a peak value close to $668.18. Our price projection for MultiversX could be exceeded by a
significant amount if there is a bull movement in 2030.
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Is MultiversX (EGLD) a Good Investment?
 

 

MultiversX is growing slowly this year, according to our review of its performance. MultiversX Coin,
on the other hand, is one of the most rapidly expanding Blockchain initiatives with a real-world
application. Furthermore, practical applications of crypto can make it a robust technology. Both the
current market and MultiversX appear to be dangerous. However, our price analysis suggests that
EGLD Coin is a promising long-term investment.

 

Despite the apparent upward trend in MultiversX Coin pricing, it is important to remember that the
value of MultiversX and all other Cryptos is highly volatile and can suddenly reverse. Smart
investors who enjoy taking risks may find MultiversX to be a promising option. Cryptocurrencies are
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currently the most lucrative investments, but also the riskiest. Do your risk management homework
before making any financial commitments.
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Will MultiversX (EGLD) Hit $1000?
 

Many cryptocurrency investors are watching the MultiversX project closely to see if the MultiversX
coin will be able to reach a $1000 ceiling. Although MultiversX’s price surpassed $500 in 2021, it
has since declined due to a bear market. Excellent digital asset with practical application; that’s
what MultiversX is. Nothing is unattainable in the cryptocurrency market. If the current rate of
increase in MultiversX (EGLD) continues, our long-term forecast is for the price to reach $1,000
sometime between 2030 and 2040.

 

It’s not easy to state that price predictions can be correct because we’ve seen in the past that a
strong bull run or bear rally can obliterate all the price projections in seconds. MultiversX’s price
has the potential to rise, and it may reach its $1000 target before our MultiversX prediction if
additional investors are drawn to the initiative. MultiversX Coin’s value could rise if it is added to
more prestigious trading platforms.
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Where to Trade EGLDUSDT Futures?
 

 

Now you can trade Bitcoin (BTC) futures on BTCC. BTCC, a cryptocurrency exchange , was founded
in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading reliable and accessible to everyone.  BTCC is a
crypto exchange offering users liquid and low-fee futures trading of both cryptocurrencies and
tokenized traditional financial instruments like stocks and commodities.

 

 

BTCC offers exclusive bonus for new users. Sign up and deposit on BTCC to get up to 10,055
USDT in bonuses. Meet the deposit targets within 30 days after successful registration at BTCC, and
you can enjoy the bonus of the corresponding target levels.     Find out what campaigns are
available now: https://www.btcc.com/en-US/promotions

 

BTCC also has an iOS app and Android app if you prefer to trade on the go.
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How to Trade Tether (USDT) on BTCC

 

 

Mobile App

1. Download the BTCC App via App Store or Google Play
2. Register and verify your account, or log in to your BTCC account.
3. Tap ‘Buy Crypto’.
*Please note that only verified users are eligible to buy crypto on BTCC.
4. Enter the amount you would like to buy in USDT.
5. Select a service provider and proceed to payment.

Web Platform

1. Register and verify your account, or log in to your BTCC account.
2. Click ‘Buy Crypto’ on the menu.
*Please note that only verified users are eligible to buy crypto on BTCC.
3. Enter the amount you would like to buy in USDT.
4. Select a service provider and proceed to paymen.
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How to Trade EGLDUSDT Futures on BTCC ?
 

To trade EGLDUSDT Futures on BTCC, follow these simple steps:

 

Create an account

 

Go to the BTCC website and fill out the registration form with the necessary details. Finish the
checks to make sure you’re in line with the stock exchange’s rules.

 

 

Deposit funds

Fund your BTCC wallet once your account has been created and verified. You can fund your BTCC
account with a number of different cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.
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Navigate to the crypto trading section

 

You can begin trading on the BTCC platform as soon as your account has been funded. Find the
crypto exchange rate, which is written as crypto/Bitcoin (BTC) or crypto/US Dollar (USDT)
depending on the other pairs available.s.

 

 

Choose your trading type

Both spot trading and futures trading are available through BTCC. If you want to purchase or sell
crypto tokens at the current market price, you may want to investigate spot trading. If you’d rather
trade crypto with leverage and speculate on its price movements, you can do so with crypto Futures.

 

 

 

Place your trade

After deciding which type of deal you want to make, you can enter the amount of crypto you like to
buy or sell, as well as your preferred price (if necessary). If everything checks out, go ahead and
make the deal.

 

 

Monitor and manage your trades

 

Be sure to monitor your crypto holdings on the BTCC exchange. To limit losses and protect gains,
you can use stop-loss and take-profit orders. It is also important to keep up with the latest crypto
market trends and news if you want to successfully trade this cryptocurrency.

 

 

Before becoming involved in any kind of trading, make sure you’ve done your homework. Due to the
extreme volatility of the cryptocurrency markets, it is crucial to have a well-defined trading strategy
and risk management framework in place. To successfully trade crypto on the BTCC market and take
advantage of the chances it provides, follow these procedures and keep yourself updated.

 

 



 

Look More:How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?

 

 

 

 

Why Trade EGLDUSDT Futures on BTCC
 

 

To trade Crypto futures, you can choose BTCC crypto exchange.BTCC, a cryptocurrency exchange ,
was founded in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading reliable and accessible to
everyone. Over 11 years of providing crypto futures trading services. 0 security incidents. Market-
leading liquidity.

 

Traders may opt to trade on BTCC for a variety of reasons:

 

Secure：safe and secure operating history of 11 years. Safeguarding users’ assets with multi-
risk management through the ups and downs of many market cycles
Top Liquidity：With BTCC’s market-leading liquidity, users can place orders of any
amount—whAVAXer it’s as small as 0.01 BTC or as large as 50 BTC—instantly on our platform.
Innovative：Trade a wide variety of derivative products including perpetual futures and
tokenized USDT-margined stocks and commodities futures, which are innovative products
invented by BTCC.
Flexible：Select your desired leverage from 1x to 150x. Go long or short on your favourite
products with the leverage you want.
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BTCC FAQs
 

1.Is BTCC safe?

Since its inception in 2011, BTCC has made it a priority to create a secure space for all of its visitors.
Measures consist of things like a robust verification process, two-factor authentication, etc. It is
considered one of the most secure markets to buy and sell cryptocurrencies and other digital assets.

 

2.Is it possible for me to invest in BTCC?

Users are encouraged to check if the exchange delivers to their area. Investors in BTCC must be
able to deal in US dollars.

 

3.Can I Trade BTCC in the U.S?

Yes, US-based investors can begin trading on BTCC and access the thriving crypto asset secondary
market to buy, sell, and trade cryptocurrencies.
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